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     Hello guys, I’m Thuvaragan GANESHALINGAM, the editor.  The  
writing team is composed of Hamza DEHMEJ, Souleymane DIOP,
Arda OZCAN, Athisajan PARAMSOTHY. I wish to thank you for
reading our monthly magazine. 

We are more and more exposed to fake news. In view of the
increase of dangers caused by fake news, my writing team and I
decided to create this magazine in the purpose of fighting them.
Indeed, the purpose of our magazine is also  to help you in
finding the difference between the real and  the fake news. We
will present you with a few news every month. Even if some news
seems to be real , it isn’t the case for all the news. Indeed, your
task is to sort out the truth from the false. 

If you want to know more information about fake news, you can
find the interview of a fake news specialist named Youssof
SOUDKI in our new monthly podcast named RANDOM PODCAST.
He will explain In this podcast the history of fake news but also
their uses and also the way to find them. You can also find this
news from the magazine in the podcast hosted by me with the
participation of the writing team and a mystery guest.

Now you have to spot out this fake news. Are you ready? Good
luck and enjoy your reading !

From the Editor
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     Everyone has once in their life heard about Xiaomi. Xiaomi is a well-
known Chinese brand all over the world, especially in the smartphone
industry. As usual, Xiaomi decided to impress their fans by launching their
new car, the Xiaomi SU7, in despite of American sanctions like Huawei,
which sparked controversy. 
Xiaomi has announced its brand new SU7 at the end of February, with
unlimited mileage and the most powerful engine ever created in the
world. Xiaomi had put all their know-how in this car. Indeed, the Xiaomi
SU7 is equipped with the new nuclear battery made by the Chinese
startup Betavolt. This new technology of battery has a battery-life of 95
years which makes this car endless. With this car you can power your
whole house for years and years. You can consider that you have a small
nuclear reactor at home. That’s not all, it's also a performance beast.
Indeed, the car has a 4 000 HP engine which made this car the fastest car
in the world, even faster than the Bugatti Bolide which currently holds the
record. It goes from 0 to 100 km/h in less than 1.2 seconds. The car is
powered by HyperOS and enhanced with the power of the Xiaomi AI
which allows you to drive the car with a Xiaomi phone like the game
Asphalt 9.

Xiaomi SU7: the new game changer in the automobile industry? 
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For those who are not familiar with it, although I doubt there are many,
I will still explain what it is. Duolingo is a very popular language
learning platform, available on various devices. Its main goal is to help
users learn a new language, be it English, French, Spanish, Turkish,
etc.
Every day, users receive notifications encouraging them to do their
daily exercises to maintain their progress in language learning.
However, despite the good intentions of these reminders, some
people found them too insistent and perceived them as harassment.
We have the testimony of a journalist who says, I quote, "thanks to the
cookie and data retrieved from users, the app can track users'
activities and send them a message at an inappropriate time."
Over time, these complaints began to accumulate, and eventually,
several users decided to take the matter to court. After five long
years of litigation, the court finally ruled in favor of the plaintiffs,
condemning the Duolingo app to pay a colossal fine of $55 million for
the harm caused by its deemed excessive notifications.

Duolingo: the judged app for harassment 
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The park estimates these footprints to
be over 113 million years old, potentially
making them the longest tracks left by a
single dinosaur in North America. Park
officials stated that many footprints
appear and disappear throughout the
park depending on the weather. These
particular footprints were last visible 20
years ago.
This is a fascinating discovery that
provides us with a rare glimpse into the
ancient history of our planet and reminds
us of the once-dominant presence of
dinosaurs on Earth.

The most aged dinosaur footprint tracks in the american continent

Across the world, a summer of drought revealed long-submerged relics. In
Texas, United States, Dinosaur Valley State Park made an extraordinary
discovery: dinosaur footprints. These fn Earth. These footprints, dating back
millions of years, were preserved under layers of sediment, clay, and limestone. 
e drought lowered the level of the Paluxy River, exposing these millions-year-old
tracks, before rains submerged them once again.
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The collaboration between the California Institute of Technology (Caltech) and
NASA to create the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) stands as a cornerstone in
the realm of space exploration. This partnership has led to pioneering
advancements that have significantly broadened our understanding of the
universe.
In the 1930s, a visionary group of Caltech students and faculty, led by
Theodore von Kármán, laid the foundation for JPL by emphasizing the potential
of rocketry. Initially focusing on rocket propulsion, JPL's trajectory changed
with the birth of NASA in the 1950s, thrusting it into the forefront of space
exploration missions.
JPL's achievements, including the historic Viking 1 Mars landing in 1976,
underscore the laboratory's crucial role in expanding our cosmic knowledge.
Leveraging Caltech's scientific and engineering expertise alongside NASA's
resources has allowed JPL to lead missions to Mars, Jupiter, and beyond.

The parkour of Caltech and NASA's Partnership in Forming JPL

This enduring partnership exemplifies
how collaboration can drive scientific
discovery, pushing the boundaries of
human knowledge and exploration. As
JPL continues to embark on ambitious
projects, its legacy of innovation and
discovery is a testament to the fruitful
collaboration between Caltech and
NASA.
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The last week, an incident took place, in an industrial complex of aluminum in
the State of Georgia ; du to a chemical problem during the treatment of the
aluminum, called the "anodisation". Moreover, the site has been exposed to
high levels of radiation, after few sections explodes within. The following
hours, local authorities have to evacuate the complex, and a large part of
Albany's civilians leaving near the factory. According to the State’s governor
Briam Kemp, fires have also been declared during theses days, breeding to
massive pollution of the ground and the Flint River, who was nearby. The
Federal Government was also implicated, sending Canad'air and militaries units
to  countain the disaster.
The Involvement of N.G.O.s
After the accident, few non-governmental
organizations have protested to call for
 the closing of the Anomax Company, materialized by violent confrontations
around the site and in front of the Anomax's social siege, destabilizing the
legitimacy of the industrial who must justify himself to the population. Others
personalities support the NGO's actions to make companies aware of their
responsibilities in front of their salaries and their consumers. The situation still
unstable for now but everyone agreed that the Anomax Compagny is no more,
and can't recovery himself from that incident.

The Anomax’s Tragedy
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MOMENT OF TRUTH

Xiaomi SU7: the new game changer in the automobile industry?:
This article was made up, it’s  a mix  between two real news and
my imagination. In fact, the car has been launched at the end of
february. And there was also a prototype of a nuclear battery
announced by Betavolt although it was destined for
smartphones. 

The parkour of Caltech and NASA's Partnership in Forming JPL
For the JPL one, even if it seems crazy to have a Partnership with
Nasa in the early 30's it is absolutely true and you can check the
source out on nasa.gov

Duolingo: the judged app for harassment:
The Duolingo article is completely false; it was invented from
beginning to end.

The most aged dinosaur footprint tracks in the american
continent: My news about the longest track is true and it shows
us how much we have just explored 1-2% of our world.

The Anomax's Tradegy : That information was obviously a hoax.
In fact, the Anomax Company is a french industrial who's not
located in USA, however, it specialized in the treatment of
titanium and aluminium for others industries. The rest of the
story was all invented but the details as the governor's name or
the existence of the Flint River is real.
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SOURCE:  https://www.leparisien.fr/, https://www.nasa.gov/, https://www.mi.com/global/discover/article?id=3095 , 
https://www.independent.co.uk/tech/nuclear-battery-betavolt-atomic-china-b2476979.html, 

-Souleymane

-Hamza

-Athisajan

-Arda

-Thuvaragan
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GAME & FUN

Across
 1 Enmity (3,5)
5 Musical notation written on
a stave to indicate pitch of
the following 
notes (4)
 9 Meeting of witches (5)
10 Conscript (7)
11 Soft news — fit man in
tone (anag) 
(12)
13 With hands on hips,
elbows out (6) 
14 Large vessel with handle
and spout 
for pouring drink (6)
17 Line of latitude marking
the point 
where, on the winter solstice,
the sun will not rise above
the horizon 
(6,6)
20 Pipe for firing poison
darts, say (7) 21 Baby wise
bird? (5)
22 Tudor flower? (4)
23 Tempest with frozen rain
(3,5)

 Down
 1 Brandenburg concertos
composer 
(4)
 2 Find the word
 3 Structure on the River
Thames (6,6)
4 Trying experience (6)
 6 Rotating tool for shaping
metal or wood (5)
 7 Brief (8)
 8 Filled with excessive
vanity (12)
12 Where to find bowls filled
with 
lettuce, tomatoes etc (5,3)
15 Robotic space probe
launched in 1986 to explore
Jupiter and its 
moons (7)
16 Widely admired as being
an 
outstanding example (6)
18  Find the word
19 Stalk (4)

JOKE OF THE MONTH
If A is for Apple  and B for
Banana, what is C for ? 

plastic explosives

Possible or impossible  ? 

Are this sodoku
and this
crossword
puzzle solvable
or not ? 
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THE
WEATHER

 for the next 7 days

Taurus: you will be in constant confrontation
to earn progress in the fields of livelihood.

Cancer: you will be blessed with good health and your
work-life will continue to make your life simple and
pleasant.

Virgo: you will be in full effort to increase their work
and increase their prestige in the home and society.

Scorpio: it will be more willingness to settle the
disputes with you . However, you will need to spend
more money during this time to fulfil these efforts.

HOROSCOPE From 3 april to 31 april

3 of these horoscope are Fake and 31 april doesn’t exist. Check
the real one in WWW.RANDOMNEWS.COM

Aries: you will be in a state of success in many
cases. You will be happy with your growing steps 
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Thank you to read us ! 
See you next month

DON’T FORGET TO LISTEN TO OUR MONTHLY PODCAST TOO!

LYCÉE ÉDOUARD BRANLY CRÉTEIL


